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ABSTRACT
This research-based community service aims to analyze the overview and media needs of Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in Temanggung Regency by applying a survey method with a cross-sectional survey type and in-depth interviews. The findings in this article refer to ten criteria. First, 100% of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in the assisted subjects have no games for learning. Second, not having games is because there is no training, ignorance, and unfamiliarity with games. Third, there has never been training on making games in all Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in the assisted subjects. Fourth, the condition of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah students in the assisted subjects in playing games, data obtained 60% Madrasah Ibtidaiyah often, 40% Madrasah Ibtidaiyah ever, and 0% Madrasah Ibtidaiyah never. Fifth, the condition of the names of games/types played by students in the assisted subjects is very diverse, namely LoL games, Jigsaw Puzzles games, E-Sport, LEGO Nijago, and Once Upon a Tower. Sixth, the condition of the games played by students in the assisted subjects integrated into learning obtained data very often 0%, quite often 0%, and less often as much as 100%. Seventh, the causes of students playing games without being directed and not integrated into learning is obtained because the teacher cannot direct and there is no planning, no assistance, lack of concern, not accompanied by parents and teachers, and not noticed by the teacher. Eighth, the condition of teacher knowledge in the assisted subjects on educational games obtained data that 80% know and 20% do not. Ninth, the condition of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers' knowledge on the assisted subjects of Homer, Prodigy Math, Buzzmath, Robot School, PBS Kids, The Time Tribe, and One Globe Kids games obtained data of 20% of teachers know, and 80% of teachers do not know. The last aspect is that all assisted subjects provided input on the need for training because there has rarely been training or training in making games.
INTRODUCTION

Educational game media at the elementary school and madrasah ibtidaiyah (MI) levels has been used in Indonesia since the advent of the digital era starting from the 1990s with various languages, characters, uniqueness, and novelty (Hamidulloh et. al., 2022; Bado, 2022; Minaldi et. al., 2023). In addition to aiming to make it easier for teachers to convey material, the use of educational games also aims to make fun for students because that is one of the advantages of game media applied to learning (Saleem et. al., 2021). However, the reality is that Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers only use, plan, design, and evaluate educational games (Syarifuddin, 2022). Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers are still minimally trained to design games according to the needs of each madrasah (Imron, 2021). This happened because there was no initial mapping, needs analysis, and determination of the desired game profile or prototype that suited the needs of the field (Galang et. al., 2023; Andreas et. al., 2023).

Library-based games have so far been little studied because, in addition to the lack of human resources, there is also a lack of innovation in this field (Suwarto et. al., 2022). Studies related to the FlashDevelop Flibel Library Open-Source Environmental Game in Malang were conducted through Flashdevelop application-based development. This game proved to be able to introduce Malang's local wisdom based on the library (Aprilia, 2013). Researchers, not teachers, developed this game, which differs greatly from what will be done in this research-based service. Another finding mentions that the Rotating Sphere Puzzle Game raises the library with the concept of “Threejs Library,” which focuses on children's games in the form of puzzles and spheres (Reza, 2018). This game is the result of researcher development that focuses on the game, not on improving the ability of teachers to design the game itself. Another recent study mentions that augmented reality application-based media has been implemented using the android-based Vuforia Library for animal recognition in Bali (Wijaya, 2022). This media only focuses on animal introduction material which is very different from what will be done in this service.

Research and community service in the form of assistance to Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers in designing educational game media is also still minimal. Several research-based community service findings are still targeting several programs or activities, such as educational games as eye interaction learning for autistic children (Rahadian et. al., 2018), assistance and training for Madrasah Aliyah Negeri (MAN) teachers in designing interactive learning games in Probolinggo (Moh. et. al., 2022), training to develop game media for mathematics teachers at SMP Negeri 8 Denpasar, training to develop game media for mathematics teachers at SMP Negeri 8 Denpasar, training to develop game media for mathematics teachers at SMP Negeri 8 Denpasar, Bali (I et. al., 2022), and the development of interactive games with the PowerPoint platform in increasing the study motivation of grade V elementary school students with the ADDIE type (Rosidah et. al., 2022). Several community service and research above are still few that examine research-based community service with a focus on improving the ability of teachers to develop library-based games.

Conceptually, Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) departs from the concept of educational games, which is a game designed to facilitate teachers' and students' learning and also serves to create fun learning because, in the game, there are interesting activities carried out by teachers and students (Millán, 2021; Atwood-Blaine et. al., 2019). The library referred to in this game is all the knowledge, intelligence, and typical local wisdom of Temanggungan, which is the material for designing the game (Spradley, 1997). The purpose of Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) is a platform that will be on a library that raises local knowledge, intelligence, and wisdom of Temanggung Regency. From the literature review, no research has been found that examines research games containing the Temanggung library, which contains Temanggung's local wisdom.

Referring to the social facts and literature facts above and based on preliminary studies, in Temanggung Regency itself, there are still few services that focus on improving the ability of teachers to design library-based games, especially in the Temanggung District area, which is very pluralistic in terms of social conditions and student backgrounds. Based on this, the researcher wants to carry
out community service by improving the ability of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers to design GATEL games through the SAGU SAGA (One Teacher One Game) program, which begins with a needs analysis activity first. To facilitate achieving this goal, the researcher asked two research questions, namely (1) What is the general description and needs of pre-existing game learning media in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in Temanggung Regency and (2) What is the profile of the Wordwall-based Temanggung Library Game (GATEL) in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Temanggung Regency?

METHODS

This research-based community service uses quantitative and qualitative approaches. The quantitative approach uses a survey technique with a cross-sectional survey type, which is applied to collect data related to the real conditions of game-based media in MI in Temanggung Regency and is only done once. The survey method was chosen because this research-based community service wanted to reveal an overview of existing games in the field. The survey method in this research was used to collect data in the form of information from the population (teachers) in the Temanggung District area by taking a sample of five schools in Temanggung District that could represent the needs of Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) perspective schools in urban areas (limited to Temanggung District) and in rural areas (limited to outside Temanggung District). The instrument or tool used in data collection is a questionnaire. Qualitative data in this research-based community service is conducted through in-depth interview techniques to reveal the profile of Wordwall-based Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in Temanggung Regency. Meanwhile, the method for service uses participatory action research (PAR) with the Kurt Lewin type developed with the principles of organizing, experimenting, applying, fact-finding, and learning (Lewin, 1946; Adelman, 1993). The PAR steps in this research are carried out through stages. The assisted subjects in this research are invited to participate in action orientation, triangulation, and the principle of flexibility or flexibility in empowerment activities (Siti et. al., 2022; Shirley, 2022). Data analysis in this research uses quantitative in the form of tables/diagrams based on teacher perspective needs analysis. In comparison, qualitative data analysis was carried out through descriptive techniques describing the Wordwall-based Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) profile in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in Temanggung Regency. The analysis results reveal an overview of existing games in the field and the Wordwall-based Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) profile in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in Temanggung Regency.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this research-based community service, before assisting the assisted subjects, an initial study was conducted to reveal the conditions and general description of the application, availability, and needs of the existing Game Temanggung Library (GATEL). For this reason, the assisted subjects are limited to five teachers from four institutions who will be fostered and assisted in developing the Temanggung Library Game (GATEL). For this reason, the following are the names of teachers (initials) and institutions, as well as the representation of schools in urban and rural areas to obtain diverse data before developing the Temanggung Library Game (GATEL).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institutions</th>
<th>Representations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MUF</td>
<td>MI ELPIST Temanggung</td>
<td>Urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>YF</td>
<td>MI ELPIST Temanggung</td>
<td>Urban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MM</td>
<td>MI Al Ikhlas Kauman Parakan</td>
<td>Rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NU</td>
<td>MI Ma’arif Asma’ul Husna Kemloko</td>
<td>Rural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>MI Darul Jihad Gemawang</td>
<td>Rural</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Researchers conducted a needs collection and analysis before assisting in the five assisted subjects above. At this stage, needs collection and analysis are carried out, which refers to the real
needs in the field experienced by the assisted subjects. The assisted subjects at this stage were given a questionnaire through Google Form (https://bit.ly/ANGKETGAMESKU) to fill in and analyze their needs for the GATEL game to be developed. In the questionnaire, the assisted subjects filled in their identity, availability of game learning media in Marrasah Ibtidaiyah, reasons when there are no games, participation in game design training, response to game design materials and training, the intensity of students in the assisted subject agencies in playing games, variants of game names, game integration into learning, knowledge of educational games, level of knowledge about Homer games, Prodigy Math, Buzzmath, Robot School, PBS Kids, The Time Tribe, One Globe Kids, the need for game development and the reasons. After the team was formed and a needs analysis was carried out, the results showed that the capacity of the team that had been formed still needed capacity building in carrying out capacity building in designing the GATEL game with Worldwall, so the facilitator made a plan to strengthen capacity by providing training and assistance both technically and substantively to increase capacity in designing the GATEL game. Capacity building on the subject is carried out by providing training in designing GATEL games consisting of the ability to plan, design, and implement GATEL games in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah that have been agreed upon through the Sagu Saga (One Teacher One Game) program.

DISCUSSION
Overview and Needs of Learning Media Games for Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in Temanggung Regency

The overview and needs of game learning media in this research refer to the chosen empowerment method, namely with the principle of participation from Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers in Temanggung District, action orientation in developing GATEL games, triangulation, namely using various teacher perspectives on Temanggung Library, and conducting flexible final activities carried out by all teachers as assisted subjects. The overview and needs of learning media games for Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in Temanggung Regency are based on a questionnaire distributed to the assisted subjects before the training began in a series of implementations of the SAGU SAGA (One Teacher - One Game) Program. The questionnaire is to map the availability of game learning media in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah, reasons why there are no games, participation in game design training, response to game design materials and training, the intensity of students in the assisted subject agencies in playing games, variants of game names, game integration into learning, knowledge of educational games, level of knowledge about Homer games, Prodigy Math, Buzzmath, Robot School, PBS Kids, The Time Tribe, One Globe Kids, the need for game institutions and the reasons. Based on the data processing results from the questionnaire, an overview of game learning media in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah from the assisted subjects was obtained.

Second, the absence of games in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in the assisted subjects is due to several factors, namely no training, teacher ignorance, and teachers still taboo (unfamiliar) to games integrated into learning.
Third, on the aspect of training in making games, all assisted subjects responded that there was none. So, from the 5 assisted subjects who answered no, the accumulation became 100% that the teachers in the assisted subjects had never participated because there was no training on making games intended for them. In detail, it can be seen in the graph below.

Graph 2 Training data for making games.

Fourth, the condition of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah students in the assisted subjects in playing games obtained data from 3 Madrasah Ibtidaiyah (60%) often, 2 Madrasah Ibtidaiyah (40%) ever, and never 0 Madrasah Ibtidaiyah (0%). In detail can be seen in the graph below.

Graph 3 Intensity of students in assisted subjects in playing games.

Fifth, the condition of the names of games/types of games played by Madrasah Ibtidaiyah students on the assisted subjects is very diverse, namely LoL games, Jigsaw Puzzles games, E-Sport, LEGO Nijago, and Once Upon a Tower.

Sixth, the condition of the games played by students in the assisted subjects that have been integrated into learning obtained data very often 0 Madrasah Ibtidaiyah (0%), quite often 0 Madrasah Ibtidaiyah (0%), and less often 5 Madrasah Ibtidaiyah (100%). In detail can be seen in the graph below.

Graph 4 Integration of games used by students in assisted subjects that have been integrated into learning.
Seventh, the causes of students playing games without being directed and not integrated with learning is obtained data because the teacher cannot direct and there is no planning, no assistance, lack of concern, not accompanied by parents and teachers and not noticed by the teacher.

Eighth, the condition of teacher knowledge on the assisted subject of educational games obtained data 4 teachers (80%) know, and 1 teacher (20%) does not. In detail can be seen in the graph below.

Graph 5 The knowledge level of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers in the assisted subjects about educational games.

Ninth, the condition of MI teachers' knowledge in the assisted subjects on Homer, Prodigy Math, Buzzmath, Robot School, PBS Kids, The Time Tribe, and One Globe Kids games, the data obtained is 1 teacher (20%) knows, and 4 teachers (80%) do not know. The details can be seen in the graph below.

Graph 5 Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers' level of knowledge about educational games in the assisted subjects.

Tenth, the condition of the needs of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers in the assisted subjects to develop games obtained data from 3 teachers (60%) need/need, 2 teachers (40%) quite a need/need, and 0 teachers (0%) do not need/need. The details can be seen in the graph below.

Graph 7 The development needs of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers in the assisted subjects towards developing educational games.
In the last aspect, namely input, all assisted subjects provide input/suggestions that training is needed because so far it is rare to have training or training in making games, in general training is only in the form of seminars, special training in making educational games is needed, socialization and guidance in making educational games are needed, game-based multimedia workshops are needed, training is needed, mentoring until teachers can design and apply games in learning.

**Profile of Wordwall-based Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) in Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Temanggung Regency**

Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) in this service has not previously been determined with a particular platform. Based on the results of theoretical studies and in-depth interviews, a word wall-based Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) prototype or profile was obtained at Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Temanggung Regency because the wordwall application was free, open access, and easier for beginners. The selection of wordwall is also based on the needs analysis results, which emphasizes the selection of web-based applications that are more affordable and can be easily accessed at any time. In appearance, the Wordwall platform can be seen in the image below.

![Figure 1 Wordwall Platform View](image)

Conceptually, Wordwall or Word Wall is an application applied to design a game with a test-shaped base, nuanced, exciting, many variants of game types, easy, and cheap (Hanny et. al., 2022). Wordwall is an application for designing web-based games that provides several quizzes and games that can be used to convey subject matter to students. In Wordwall, several features such as quizzes, random cards, crosswords, and others can be utilized as fun media for elementary school students (Adinda et. al., 2022). Based on this study, the researchers chose Wordwall as the basis for making games for the assisted subjects according to the innovation and creativity of each teacher.

The GATEL game profile developed in this service refers to the theoretical studies and methods applied, namely by including library elements containing local knowledge, local intelligence, and local wisdom of Temanggung Regency developed by the assisted subjects through the Wordwall application in the SAGU SAGA program series. This means that all participants in the SAGU SAGA program must design at least one game and are not limited to a number. The reason is that this program is the beginning of improving game design skills for elementary / MI teachers in the Temanggung Regency area. Therefore, the games produced in this program series cannot be separated from the construction/materials that originate, develop, and live in the Temanggung Regency community, packaged through a game on the Wordwall platform.

**CONCLUSION**

The overview and needs of Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) at Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in Temanggung Regency generally require development through mentoring. The analysis refers to several criteria. First, 100% of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in the assisted subjects have no games for learning. Second, not having games is because there is no training, ignorance, and unfamiliarity with games. Third, there has never been training on making games in all Madrasah Ibtidaiyah in the assisted subjects. Fourth, the condition of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah students in the assisted subjects in
playing games, data obtained 60% Madrasah Ibtidaiyah often, 40% Madrasah Ibtidaiyah ever, and 0% Madrasah Ibtidaiyah never. Fifth, the condition of the names of games/types of games played by Madrasah Ibtidaiyah students in the assisted subjects is very diverse, namely LoL games, Jigsaw Puzzles games, E-Sport, LEGO Nijago, and Once Upon a Tower. Sixth, the condition of the games played by students in the assisted subjects integrated into learning obtained data very often 0%, quite often 0%, and less often as much as 100%. Seventh, the causes of students playing games without being directed and not integrated into learning is obtained because the teacher cannot direct and there is no planning, no assistance, lack of concern, not accompanied by parents and teachers and not noticed by the teacher. Eighth, the condition of teacher knowledge on the assisted subject of educational games obtained data from 80%, and 20% do not. Ninth, the condition of knowledge of Madrasah Ibtidaiyah teachers in the assisted subjects on Homer, Prodigy Math, Buzzmath, Robot School, PBS Kids, The Time Tribe, and One Globe Kids games obtained data of 20% of teachers know, and 80% of teachers do not know. In the last aspect, namely input, all assisted subjects provided input on the need for training because, so far, there has rarely been training or training in making games.

The Game Temanggung Library (GATEL) profile recommended to be developed in this research-based service refers to the theoretical studies, methods, and interview results applied, namely by including library elements containing local knowledge, local intelligence, and local wisdom of Temanggung Regency developed by the assisted subjects through the Wordwall application in the SAGU SAGA program series. Research-based community service to produce a game that is needed in the digital era is urgent to be carried out continuously after this initial study. Future research-based community service needs to explore the sustainability of existing games and identify more to be developed into multiplatform-based research and development because the limitations of this research-based community service only apply one application, namely Wordwall.
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